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While states experiment with real change, 
Clinton threatens to end welfare reform as w e  know it. 

By John Hood 

f you want to see what a real “two years and out” welfare-reform plan might look like. look to 
Madison, not Washington. 

Madison, Wisconsin, not Washington, D.C., that is. That conclusion only became unmistak- 
ably clear once President Clinton finally unveiled his long-awaited, much-anticipated wel- I fare-reform plan in June. The Clinton plan promises that, by the end of the century, about 7 

percent of families receiving federal cash assistance wi l l  have to leave the rolls after two gears 
unless they participate in some form of jobs program. 

In the state of Wisconsin, Republican Gov. Tommy Thompson’s reform agenda is moving along at 
a less-glacial pace: A pilot program approved for his state last year will put welfare families to work 
after 30 days, and cut off cash assistance to families in two years whether they are working or not. 
Other noncash assistance such as medical coverage wil l  end after another year. Thompson’s plan, !? 
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in other words, actually makes good 
on candidate Clinton’s pledge to “end 
welfare as we know it.” 

Not coincidentally, the Wisconsin 
plan puts into action the “new consen- 
sus” among welfare-policy analysts: 
Long-time assistance destroys initia- 
tive and family formation; regular 
work is essential to building the skills 
and self-respect needed to make the 
leap to self-sufficiency; education and 
training are far less important than ac- 
tual work experience; and spending 
lots of money to “reform” welfare is 
counterproductive. 

Unfortunately for serious welfare 
reformers in Wisconsin, Massachu- 
setts, Oregon, and other states, the 
Clinton plan promises to be the end of 
welfare reform as they know it. Not 
only does Clinton fail to deliver the 
goods, but he will keep the reformers 
from doing so as well. Analysts say a 
federal bill introduced by or accept- 
able to the administration will trump 
plans that call for stronger work re- 
quirements. Combined with heavy- 
handed federal oversight of state ex- 
perimentation and recent anti-reform 
court decisions, Clinton-style welfare 
reform will be a public-policy catas- 
trophe. 

That’s probably not what many 
Clinton voters expected after their 
candidate’s campaign promises during 
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1992. His calls for welfare reform, which New York Sen. Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan (D) has dismissed as “boob bait for the 
Bubbas,” helped Clinton separate himself from his party’s tradi- 
tional political establishment and contributed mightily to his 
reputation as a “New Democrat.” 

His plan, though, was kept deliberately vague. After the elec- 
tion, an internal war in the administration-between paleoliberals 
aghast at the prospect of cutting off benefits to anyone and politi- 
cal advisers arguing for some sort of bill they could sell to voters 
as tough welfare reform-took 17 months and some 200 gruel- 
ing meetings to resolve. It wasn’t until June that the details of the 
bill finally made the papers. 

But while the administration was conducting an extended ex- 
cursion into welfare wonkery, individual states were hammering 
out and attempting to implement actual reforms. In Wisconsin, 
Thompson has been assailing the welfare state for years. Since 
his election on a welfare-reform platform in 1987, the state has 
reduced its Aid to Families with Dependent Children caseload 
by almost a fifth, while all but two other states have seen their 
caseloads rise. But even in Wisconsin, welfare remains in need 
of a complete overhaul, not just a tune-up. It guzzles hundreds of 
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millions of dollars in state and federal 
money. And the existing programs do 
little to help thousands of residents 
get off of welfare and become self- 
sufficient members of society. So last 
year Thompson announced his latest 
broadside, called Work Not Welfare, 
which, under a waiver granted by the 
federal government, initially affects 
two Wisconsin counties. 

erhaps the best way to get a 
handle on how Clinton’s and P Thompson’s plans differ is to 

compare their effect on an average 
welfare family-a mother with two 
kids receiving AFDC, food stamps, 
Medicaid, and a smattering of other 
programs. 

Under the Clinton plan, the 80 per- 
cent of current welfare mothers born 
before 1972 can breathe easy- 
they’re not affected. Younger mothers 
will have a two-year grace period, dur- 
ing which they can participate in edu- 
cation and training programs to pre- 
pare them for the job world. After 
two years, those who haven’t already 
found a private-sector job would have 
to enroll in a work program run by 
state and local agencies. A mother 
might be placed in a community-ser- 
vice program-picking up trash at a 
public park, stuffing envelopes at the 
public library-r in a government- 

subsidized job with a private company. Wherever she is placed, 
the mother would be required to work only 15 hours per week. 

Robert Rector, a welfare-policy analyst at the Heritage Foun- 
dation, points out that for a welfare recipient working 15 hours, 
the average state’s total cash, food, and medical benefits will 
work out to about $15 an hour, several times the minimum wage 
she would presumably gamer in the market. By the year 2000, 
the Clinton administration predicts that some 400,000 welfare 
households, out of 5.7 million AFDC households, would be par- 
ticipating in work programs created by the president’s plan. 

Under Thompson’s Work Not Welfare plan, a typical welfare 
family’s situation would be radically different. Unlike the Clinton 
plan’s emphasis on job training, its focus is onjobs-immedi- 
ately giving welfare recipients the sort of work experience that 
would make it possible for them to enter (or reenter) the economy 
with marketable skills. In the affected counties, all AFDC recipi- 
ents, regardless of age, will be subject to work requirements by 
July 1, 1995. The plan cashes out the food stamp program in the 
two target counties and adds the money to AFDC to create a so- 
called Independence Account for each recipient. This account 
consists of 24 months of (not necessarily consecutive) cash 
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assistance provided in exchange for 
work, plus an additional 12 months of 
Medicaid and child-care benefits. 

While the Clinton plan provides 
full benefits if a recipient works a 
couple of days a week, the Wisconsin 
plan requires her to earn the full value 
of her AFDC or food stamp payments 
by work at the minimum wage of 
$4.25 (though the total workload can’t 
exceed 40 hours a week). In Wiscon- 
sin, a mother with two children on 
welfare receives a total cash grant of 
$729 ($517 in AFDC and $212 in food 
stamps). To earn her benefits at the 
minimum wage, the mother will have 
to work 172 hours during the month, 
or roughly 40 hours a week. If she 
works only 30 hours, her monthly cash 
assistance will be cut by a fourth. To 
further motivate recipients, the ac- 
count must be drawn down-within a 
four-year period. After either drawing 
down the account or reaching the four- 
year limit, that’s it. No more assis- 
tance. And if you don’t participate in 
Work Not Welfare, you immediately 
lose AFDC. While the enforcement 
measures may appear draconian, they 
are designed not to punish people but 
to spur them into self-sufficiency. 

Wisconsin isn’t the only state 
poised to try serious welfare re- 
form. In Massachusetts, Gov. William 
Weld’s welfare-reform proposal simi- 
larly imposes a work requirement: All 
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able-bodied AFDC recipients would have to work to continue re- 
ceiving assistance. Work would help break the cycle of depen- 
dency by changing “the daily physical routine of the recipients,” 
said Weld at a recent American Enterprise Institute seminar. 
“Many AFDC mothers do not get out of the house. As a result of 
their isolation, they develop major self-esteem problems, and it 
grows harder and harder for them to become contributing mem- 
bers of society.” Weld’s program excludes teen parents, parents 
with infants, and disabled recipients, so the state expects only 
about 50 percent of AFDC families to participate. To smooth the 
transition to the wage economy, the plan converts $800 million 
in cash-assistance programs (primarily AFDC) into day-care sub- 
sidies for parents working in private or community-service jobs. 

On the West Coast, Oregon has set the pace in welfare re- 
form. In 1990, voters passed a ballot initiative that would have 
required AFDC, food stamp, and low-income unemployment in- 
surance recipients to earn their benefits by working at 90 percent 
of the state’s minimum wage. Implementing that initiative, how- 
ever, would have required extensive waivers from the federal 
government that were either unlikely, in the case of food stamps, 
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or, in the case of unemployment in- 
surance, simply impossible, says Jim 
Neely, assistant administrator of adult 
and family services in Oregoni’s Hu- 
man Resources Department. 

In place of the initiative’s reforms, 
Oregon is experimenting with a less- 
radical program called JOB!; Plus, 
passed last year. Like the Wisconsin 
and Massachusetts plans, it places 
work at the center of reform. JOBS 
Plus establishes a six-month period of 
employment in either a private or 
community-service program in six tar- 
get counties, but participatiori is op- 
tional. The state will collapse AFDC, 
food stamp, and unemployment insur- 
ance payments for recipients into pay- 
ment for work at no less than the mini- 
mum wage ($4.75 in Oregon). The 
state expects to pay for the extra costs 
of the program (child-care and trans- 
portation expenses) with $2.7 million 
in start-up money from a state: lottery 
and future savings from getting people 
employed and off public assistance. 
That could be tough, Neely says, be- 
cause no one is sure “where the jobs 
[for welfare recipients] will come 
from and what it will cost. We think 
JOBS Plus can be a method for an- 
swering that question.” 

’ 

he current wave of state re- 
forms reflects a new apprecia- T tion of the shortcomings and 

unintended consequences of conventional welfare policy. The 
new consensus that short-term assistance and work experience 
are the real keys to getting and staying off the dole is rooted in 
important scholarship published during the 1980s. 

The 1984 publication of Charles Murray’s Losing Ground di- 
rectly challenged the efficacy of anti-poverty programs. The re- 
action from traditional welfare scholars and politicians alike was 
generally scathing, but at the same time Murray’s straightforward 
rebuttal of the War on Poverty shifted the welfare debate sub- 
stantially. Analysts could attack the system while eschewing 
Murray’s more controversial assertions and policy prescriptions. 
“Until the mid- 1980s welfare reform meant more benefits,” ex- 
plains Ron Haskins, a Republican staff member on the Ways and 
Means Committee of the U.S. House. “After Murray, reform also 
meant reducing dependency.” 

About the same time Losing Ground came out, researchers 
Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood of Harvard University pub- 
lished several influential studies about the composition of the 
welfare population. They found that while most fahdies leave 
welfare within two years, at any given moment more than 65 
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percent of the families on welfare are 
in the midst of spells lasting eight 
years or more. The implications from 
Bane’s and Ellwood’s studies, and 
from research along similar lines 
by Baruch College economist June 
O’Neill, are that lots of families move 
back and forth between welfare and 
work and that the number of families 
in long-term dependency builds up in 
the welfare caseload over time. 

O’Neill has gone on to quantify the 
relationships among welfare, work, 
and marriage that Murray had origi- 
nally postulated. She points out that 
welfare caseloads rose rapidly during 
the 1960s and early 1970s but then 
leveled off and even fell as a percent- 
age of the population during that hor- 
rible decade, the 1980s. Only recently, 
since 1989, have caseloads again been 
going up in most states. 

Interestingly, there is a close corre- 
spondence between growth in case- 
loads and growth in total welfare 
benefits (including food stamps, Med- 
icaid, and other programs). O’Neill 
speculates that the current increase in 
caseloads is probably the result both of 
the recent recession and of the 1988 
Family Support Act, which increased 
the value of welfare benefits. 

And she notes that when the new 
Reagan administration and Congress 
decided to reform the old Work Incen- 
tives program (WIN) in 1981, lower- 
ing the amount a person could earn and still remain on AFDC, 
caseloads fell in many states. The 1981 reform “may be the only 
federal legislation ever to have been enacted which resulted in a 
decline in welfare participation,” O’Neill observes. 

A General Accounting Office analysis of the 198 1 legislation 
found another interesting result: By limiting eligibility for AFDC, 
it also reduced Medicaid coverage for many low-income work- 
ers. But the GAO found that these workers did not have higher 
rates of unemployment than similar recipients did before the 
change, calling into question the popular assumption that for wel- 
fare reform to succeed you must guarantee Medicaid coverage 
during the transition from dependency to a job with health insur- 
ance. 

In a 1993 study funded by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, O’Neill and M. Anne Hill discovered that a 50 
percent increase in monthly AFDC and food stamp benefits led to 
a 75 percent increase both in the number of women enrolling in 
AFDC and in the length of time spent in the program. More im- 
portant, they found that higher AFDC benefits in a given commu- 
nity suppressed employment of young adult men by reducing the 
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probability of marriage (and the re- 
sponsibility it creates for providing for 
a family) and by providing a source of 
income through girlfriends receiving 
benefits. The study also found that 
children raised in families that receive 
welfare assistance are themselves 
three times more likely than other 
children to go on welfare once they 
become adults, and that a 50 percent 
increase in benefits led to a 43 percent 
increase in the number of out-of-wed- 
lock births. 

et another body of research in- 
spires current reform plans, Y and it comes from the experi- 

ence of previous state efforts. When 
Congress reformed WIN in 1981, it 
also gave states more flexibility in de- 
signing and implementing job-train- 
ing-and-placement programs. Of the 
30 states that responded with demon- 
stration programs, eight contracted 
with Manpower Demonstration Re- 
search Corporation to help design and 
evaluate their programs. These pro- 
grams were set up to be true research 
tests, with random assignment of par- 
ticipants into experimental and control 
groups, so the results are fairly solid. 
MDRC found that the states that com- 
bined job search and work programs 
could boost incomes or employment 
rates somewhat and slightly shorten 
welfare spells. Programs with exten- 

sive amounts of education and job training didn’t pan out. Gen- 
erally speaking, the cost of the successful programs was small 
($800 per participant) and was offset by their benefits, albeit 
modest. 

Chuck Hobbs, who headed an important Reagan administra- 
tion commission that advocated greater flexibility for state ex- 
perimentation, sums up the research and experience of the past 
decade or so this way: Put welfare recipients to work massively 
with few exceptions. Merge the 76 or so welfare programs (cost- 
ing local, state, and federal taxpayers around $300 billion annu- 
ally, according to the Heritage Foundation) and use the money to 
finance job searches and work. Limit the time recipients can re- 
ceive public assistance, even when it is received in exchange for 
work. And, stresses Hobbs, “Don’t waste time on education and 
training-work is the best training.” Hobbs maintains that work 
builds self-reliance, which in turns builds self-respect and re- 
duces the need for ongoing social programs. 

Given the quality and quantity of the supporting research, 
work-driven welfare reform is eminently plausible. But it re- 
mains to be tested wholesale in the real world-and it may never 
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be. The Heritage Foundation’s Rector 
has carefully read the text of Clinton’s 
own welfare bill and points out two 
provisions that would trump existing 
and proposed state reforms alike. 

First, the bill appears to limit the 
conditions on which a state can im- 
pose work requirements to that speci- 
fied in the bill itself-in other words, 
says Rector, Clinton’s real message is 
that, “If you don’t meet these condi- 
tions, you don’t have to work.” Sec- 
ond, the bill stipulates that anyone 
made to work as a condition for re- 
ceiving benefits must be paid the pre- 
vailing wage for the job they take. 
This provision could well serve as a 
sort of “quasi-Davis-Bacon Act,” Rec- 
tor says, protecting unionized workers 
and pricing low-skill welfare recipi- 
ents out of the market for available 
work. In short, the bill, which he calls 
“tough on the outside, gooey on the 
inside,” will set the welfare-reform de- 
bate back about 15 years. 

n fact, states seeking to try out radi- 
cal welfare experiments already 
face significant barriers. The Ore- 

gon JOBS Plus proposal, for example, 
illustrates the need for more flexi- 
bility in federal welfare oversight. The 
plan’s relatively cautious design-es- 
chewing tough work mandates-is 
a response to federal intransigence 
about the state’s original, voter-ap- 
proved initiative. 
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setts senators, Ted Kennedy (1)) and 
John Kerry (D), oppose Weld’s tough 
workfare plan and want the adminis- 
tration to deny it waiver approval. 
Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), chairman 
of the Agriculture Committee, tried in 
July to strip the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s authority to grant waiv- 
ers to states that want to convert food 
stamps to cash for use in welf ‘ire re- 
forms. “Providing cash undermines 
the character of food stamps a, c a nu- 
trition program,” Leahy said. [t also 
undermines their more-fundamental 
character as an agriculture subsidy, a 
fact that surely did not escape the 
farm-state senator’s notice. 

The Senate, in spite of Leahy, 
voted to continue the waiver ]policy. 
But a statutory problem remains: the 
USDA will not let states make food 
stamps conditional on work. U‘iscon- 
sin’s Work Not Welfare originally 
proposed that both AFDC and food 
stamps be cut off to welfare recipients 
who refuse to work, but the USDA 
killed the idea. 

Over at HHS, a policy change an- 
nounced in May would require all 
states to follow an intrusive, time-con- 
suming process for allowing public 
comment on waiver requests before 
they are sent to Washington. In de- 
fending this policy, Bane suggested 
that state welfare-reform experiments 
need to be examined on the basis of, 

“The current waiver process is difficult at best and not very 
satisfactory for anyone,” Oregon’s Neely says. “It is intended to 
test new ideas on a very small scale for use as information by the 
Congress to draft national policy. It doesn’t work for states seek- 
ing to change their policies on their own.” 

Jack Svahn, the chairman of MAXIMUS Inc., which has con- 
tracts in 20 states to run job-placement and child-support-collec- 
tion programs, has viewed the process from both the state and 
federal sides. He agrees that states lack the flexibility they need 
to change their welfare policies. “What happens in New York 
City is not necessarily going to work in Wyoming,” says Svahn, 
a former state welfare director in California and high-ranking of- 
ficial in the Reagan administration. “The more power you can 
devolve, the better off you will be.” But the Clinton welfare bu- 
reaucracy (which includes researchers Ellwood, who helped de- 
sign the president’s welfare plan, and Bane, the deputy HHS sec- 
retary in charge of granting waivers) has been seeking ways to 
squelch state reforms that go “too far,” Svahn alleges. 

Congress has been getting into the act, too. Both Massachu- 
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among other things, that “protected groups”-minorities-“are 
not adversely affected.” The National Governors Association 
notes that such a policy is clearly designed to give public- 
employee unions, civil rights organizations, and others opposed 
to serious welfare reform a “vehicle for national appeal of a 
waiver application,” with which they can bog down a reform pro- 
posal for months or even years. Even reform opponents without 
big pockets can gum up the works, thanks to a Senate vote in late 
July to allow Legal Services Corporation representation for poor 
clients seeking to overturn welfare reforms that reduce their 
benefits. 

Court challenges led by Legal Services lawyers, in fact, al- 
ready pose a significant risk to the welfare-reform movement. 
For example, the U.S. Supreme Court in January rejected an ap- 
peal by state officials in California and Minnesota of a federal 
ruling preventing states from limiting welfare benefits to new 
residents. Then in July, a federal appeals court in Sacramento 
struck down millions of dollars in California welfare cuts imple- 
mented under a 1992 waiver from the Bush administration. The 
court stated that the state government had failed to consider the 
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How the States Stack Up 

State Nominal Rank Adjusted Adjusted Share of 
Beneffi Benefit Rank Income 

State Nominal Rank Adjusted Adjusted Share of 
Benefit Benefit Rank income 

Alabama 8.449 49 9,599 49 26% Montana 10,982 36 12,212 24 34% 
Alaska 21,169 1 16.467 1 45% Nebraska 1 0,946 37 1 1,753 33 32% 
Arizona 8.052 50 9,178 50 22% 
Arkansas 8,584 48 9.875 47 3090 
California 1 3,520 6 1 1,590 37 33% 

Nevada 1 1,361 32 1 1,984 29 29% 
New Hampshire 12,386 13 12,201 25 27% 
New Jersey 13,146 9 11,112 38 2590 

Colorado 11,381 31 11,612 35 29% New Mexico 10,684 39 12,124 28 3690 
Connecticut 15,422 4 12.802 12 30% New York 14.624 5 13.375 5 35% 
D.C. 13,269 7 11,019 39 34% 
Delaware 11,613 27 10,979 40 28% 
Florida 10,804 38 11,613 34 29% 
Georgia 11,162 34 12,296 21 29% 
Hawaii 16,554 2 12,402 19 39% 

North Carolina 1 1,630 26 12,229 23 33% 
North Dakota 12,233 14 13,644 4 39% 
Ohio 12,107 16 12,766 14 32% 
Oklahoma 12,046 20 13,216 6 38% 
Oregon 1 1,960 21 12,790 13 33% 

Idaho 11,298 30 12,827 11 36Yo Pennsylvania 12,059 18 12,281 22 32% 
Illinois 10,345 41 10,287 45 25% Rhode Island 13,241 8 12,636 15 32% 
Indian a 1 1,757 24 12,572 16 31% South Carolina 10,216 42 11,604 36 29% 
Iowa 12,061 17 12,912 9 35% 
Kansas 1 1,655 25 12,475 17 33% 
Kentucky 9,539 44 10,621 41 30% 
Louisiana 10,540 40 11.810 32 32% 

South Dakota 1 1.607 28 13.171 8 38% 
Tennessee 9,064 46 10,071 46 2790 
Texas 8.847 47 9,600 48 25% 

Utah 12,193 15 14,102 2 35% 
Maine 1 2.046 19 12.143 26 34% Vermont 1 3.082 10 13.172 7 3690 
Maryland 12,435 12 1 1,960 30 25% 
Massachusetts 15,872 3 13,716 3 33% 
Michigan 1 1,400 30 1 1,878 31 28% 

Virginia 11,118 35 10,443 42 26% 
Washington 12,568 11  12,882 10 32% 
West Virginia 9,383 45 10,431 43 32% 

Minnesota 1 1.879 23 12,128 27 29% Wisconsin 1 1.887 22 12,436 18 31% 
Mississimi 7.62 1 51 8.985 51 26% Wyoming 1 1,553 29 12,389 20 34% 
Missouri 9,818 43 10,417 44 26% 

Note: Arizona's benefit ieveis appear artificially low becouse the state keeps Medicaid recipients in managed care. 
Sources: U.S. House Ways and Means Committee ''Green Book." I992 and 1993; Walter W. McMohon, University of Illinois (cost-of-living indices) 
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“increased risk of homelessness, inad- 
equate nutrition, and variety of emo- 
tional and physical problems” the cuts 
could create among the state’s poor. 
Observers on both sides of the issue 
expect the California ruling to affect 
experiments in other states that reduce 
benefit levels. 

I 
I 

ven if the feds weren’t pre- 
pared to limit state welfare ex- E perimentation, success would 

still be far from guaranteed. A big 
question is how to line up private-sec- 
tor jobs for welfare recipients who, 
lacking them, will end up working for 
the government or a government-ap- 
proved non-profit. Weld argues that 
since immigrants, many uneducated 
and unable to speak English, seem to 
find work in most job markets, welfare 
recipients should be able to as well. 

But states with work requirements 
are having problems lining up jobs, of- 
ten because employers aren’t willing 
to hire welfare recipients due to con- 
cerns about their skills, commitment, 
and honesty. And, even though states 
are making more use of private job- 
placement contractors whose profits 
are tied to performance-based incen- 
tives, they’re slower to reduce state 
and local taxes, remove excessive 
regulations-including restrictions on 
firing people-and streamline other 
government impediments to job cre- 

sound first step toward serious welfare 
reform. The plan would require 50 
percent of adult welfare recipients to 
be working by 1996. For AFDC recipi- 
ents under the age of 2 1, the bill takes 
a different tack. It would collapse 
about 60 different federal welfare pro- 
grams into a bloc grant, which would 
be given directly to states with only 
two major provisos: They must use the 
money to assist low-income people, 
and no money could be given directly 
as cash assistance to young women 
who have children out of wedlock. 
States could use the money to expand 
adoption programs, chase down dead- 
beat dads, create group homes for 
young women and their children, or 
whatever else they want to try. And 
welfare would no longer be a match- 
ing-funds program: Federal spending 
would be strictly limited to 3.5 percent 
annual growth. 

The Faircloth-Talent bill faces long 
odds-“If it goes any place, be sur- 
prised,” says a Senate staffer--but it 
has served to unite many House and 
Senate Republicans behind real re- 
form and, just as important, against 
Clinton’s sham reform. Bill Kristol, 
head of the Project for the Republican 
Future, says that while serious reform 
may not pass this year, the GOP’s goal 
should be “to shape the debate and 
position ourselves to advance more 
thoroughgoing changes to the welfare 

ation for low-skilled workers. High federal payroll taxes and the 
national minimum wage also make it unattractive for employers 
to retain workers once their welfare subsidies end. 

Without available jobs, work-based welfare reform will short- 
circuit. As a Pensacola, Florida welfare administrator remarked 
to The Wall Street Journal about that state’s newly imposed work 
requirement for some recipients: “If we can’t find them a job at 
the end of two years, we haven’t held up our end. Then the con- 
tract is broken”-and the recipient goes back on welfare. 

Another concern is that any reform program promising gener- 
ous child-care, transportation, and medical benefits to ease the 
transition from welfare to work might instead entice more low- 
income workers to apply for welfare in the first place, gutting 
any cost savings or reductions in overall dependency. Heritage’s 
Rector observes that if a state or national welfare reform is ex- 
pected to cost more to operate than current programs do, “it is 
destined to fail.” 

That’s one reason why an alternative to the Clinton plan, 
designed with help from Rector and introduced by Sen. Lauch 
Faircloth (R-N.C.) and Rep. James Talent (R-Mo.), would be a 

system next year.” 
It may well be possible to toughen the bill next year, espe- 

cially if Republicans are successful in November House and Sen- 
ate races. A Republican Senate or Republican-moderate Demo- 
crat alliance in the House could rewrite Clinton’s bill, or at the 
very least force the administration to preserve and expand state 
authority to experiment with work requirements and other re- 
forms, a position that Clinton himself has endorsed in the past. 
State reformers have demonstrated their seriousness about work- 
ing out the problems of moving people off of welfare, and should 
be allowed to go to it. 

Will we ever really see an “end to welfare as we know it”? 
It’s a strong possibility, if Washington will get out of the way. In 
Madison, they even know the date: Wisconsin passed a law last 
year that will officially end the AFDC program statewide on 
December 3 1, 1998. 

Contributing Editor John Hood is research and publications 
director at the John Locke Foundation in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
and a syndicated columnist. 1 
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